
 
 

 
 
IN A NUTSHELL 
 

I’m a multi-faceted entrepreneur and freelancer  
looking for a stable, consistent salary where I may  
contribute my diverse skill-set to a greater good. 
 
CONTACT DETAILS 
Mobile: 678.485.0361 

jking@jkingartworks.com 
www. JKingArtworks.com 
Downtown Woodstock, Georgia 30188 

 

KNOWLEDGEABLE IN  
-Building a strong clientele base 
-Up-selling with genuine interest in helping client 
-Writing press releases 
-Running successful social media campaigns 
-Website building and maintenance 
-Effective blogging with backlinks 
-Graphic Design basics 
-Basic accounting, tax filing 
-Invoicing 
-Writing basic contracts in layman's terms 
-Computers, devices, software, GTS proficient 
-Event conception & logistics 
-Building community 
-Working within government ordinance restraints 
-Working within a budget 
-Multi-tasking, prioritizing, delegating when necessary 
-Trading stock options using various strategies 
-Reading stock charts, PNLs, P/E ratios 
-Creating art, floral arranging, basic entertaining 
-Sports, outdoors, gardening, travel 
 

INTANGIBLES 
-Solution oriented mindset 
-Organized and efficient 
-Detail oriented 
-Strong work ethic 
-High EQ, Low ego-base 
-Works well solo or with a team 
-Avid learner 
-Optimistic attitude 
-Multi interests and passions, well-rounded 
-Desire to make things better than where I found them 
-If I don't know something, I will find out the answer. 

 

JENNY KING 
Multi-Dimensional Creative 
 

WORK LIFE 

Visual Artist | Current-1998 

My heart is intent on channeling mixed media in an abstract 
format. To learn more about my art, I invite you to view my 
website. 

Stock Options Swing Trader | Current-2017 

I made a lot of money and then a few "tweets" later, I lost a lot of 
money. I now focus on risk management strategies as I continue 
to rebuild my accounts. 

Author | October 2019 

I'm passionate about personal development and felt called to 
share a message. With that, I wrote, edited, and self-published a 
book called Living Artfully: Allowing the Key of Awareness to 
Unlock Your Life. It’s available on Amazon and Kindle. 

Red Door Art Gallery & Studio | 2017-2009 

As a solopreneur, I created a successful studio and gallery space 
on The Marietta Square. I leased to two house artists, worked with 
dozens more, and contributed to the community in countless 
ways during my time on the Square, helping to build the art scene 
into a vibrant and thriving destination. In 2017, I decided to forego 
the brick-and-mortar, opted to buy a converted bus as a mobile 
studio, and placed my finished art with a compadre’s gallery. 

The Branding Project | 2016-2015 

I was sought-after to become a Liaison between my fellow 
business owners and The Branding Project's board. I eased 
tensions, identified needs and responsibilities, and created a role 
to be passed on to a full time employee. 

Stay-at-Home Mom and Homemaker | 2017-1998 

I prioritized raising my boys hands-on above having a traditional 
career. I volunteered countless hours with their school and sports, 
served on their boards, and kept them off the dope. They are both 
independent, self-reliant, and thriving college students having 
earned scholarships on their own merits. 

Formative Work Years | 1998-1982 

I feel it’s important to mention these early days because the skills I 
learned in these industries are priceless and I attribute many of 
my intangible assets to this time of my life.  

I began raking in the dough at age 10 as a babysitter. At 15, I 
worked at our local grocery store in a slew of roles across multiple 
departments. At 16, entered the restaurant/hospitality business, 
front of house and eventually bartending. Somewhere in the mix, I 
clocked some hours at The Home Depot where I picked up an 
entirely different set of useful knowledge.  
 
PERSONAL LIFE 
I've overcome my share of adversities including caring for a 
terminal parent, escaping an unhealthy marriage after twenty 
years, and going broke. 

Today, I am more grateful and humble than ever as I rebuild my 
net-worth and my self-worth. I appreciate your time in reading 
this and also your consideration. 

 


